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I have pursued research in the field philosophy of physics in order to ground my studies
of physics in a human context. Having studied the philosophy of science, I am inspired to
question physical principles not only to discover a deeper meaning behind the science but to
discover a deeper meaning of reality. Many notable physicists have pursued the philosophy
behind their work both out of interest and out of necessity. Especially with reference to
modern physics (e.g. quantum physics, special relativity, particle physics), understanding
the math is not enough to truly understand the physics, one must question what these fields
and theories claim about our understanding of reality.
The focus of my work is to explore the theory physicalism, the claim that all of reality is
physical, even our minds and souls [3]. Modern philosophy and physics agree that physicalism
is true but there are certain gaps in the theory [1]; for instance, the lack of mathematical
explanations for aspects of the mind are areas in which physics does not have answers [1].
My work seeks to close this gap, if even slightly. What I intend to do with my research is
to use analogies (as in A is like B) to compare the underlying structure of philosophy and
physics with the claim that similarities in composition will reveal something deeper about
the structure of each and perhaps suggest that philosophical thought, specifically philosophy
of the mind, is a subset of physical reasoning. This would mean that philosophy, a theory
of thought, is determined by the the behaviors of physics and thus does not occupy its own
realm but is contained in the physical realm. If I can suggest that the mind is an aspect
of the physical realm, this would suggest the truth of physicalism and close the gap in the
theory.
I have created this project in the past year, starting in the spring of 2017, under the
supervision of professors Bruce Thompson of the physics department and Jonathon Peeters of
the philosophy department. Having studied physics, philosophy of the mind and philosophy
of science, I happened upon concepts such as physicalism and reductionism, the description
of one phenomenon in terms of a more fundamental phenomenon [4]. These theories became
the groundwork for my research. Using other theories for the analogy side of the project
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such as Gentner’s structure mapping theory [2], set theory and logic.
What I found with my work is that using certain structures for comparison, such as logical
analysis, did not penetrate deeply enough into the composition of philosophy of physics to
create a convincing case for physicalism. If I utilized structures such as set theory, then I
could expose a set of deeper, compositional similarities which showed that philosophy and
physics had a similar underlying structure. This is the case that helps suggest the truth of
physicalism.
As my work is derived from a wide array of disciplines (physics, philosophy, linguistics,
mathematics), it is a project that can be understand by people from a wide array of disci-
plines. As the research questions thing that people question in their daily lives and draws
from many disciplines, it is easy to vamp off of these similarities and explain the work in
such a way that people from many disciplines can understand.
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